This paper describes the progress in our efforts at producing ultra-high resolution (< 0.8 A) DNA structures using advanced cryo-crystallography and synchrotron. Our work is aimed at providing reliable geometric (bond length and bond angle), electronic and motional information of DNA molecules in different conformational contexts. These highly-reliable, new structures will be the basis for constructing better DNA force-field parameters, which will benefit the structural refinement of DNA, protein-DNA complexes, and ligand-DNA complexes.
INTRODUCTION
DNA plays an essential role in life. Understanding the structures of DNA is important for correlating its functions. Moreover, DNA is the target of many important biologically-active compounds. How do these DNA-acting ligands achieve such an exquisite specificity for these reactions and how are they associated with their biological activities are important questions to be answered. The interactions between DNA and various biologicallyrelevant ligands can be analyzed by x-ray crystallographic refinement of their structures. Until recently, the structure determination of biological macromolecules was usually carried out at medium, e.g., 2 A, resolution. Such an analysis would involve restrained least square refinement which depends on a reliable set of target geometric values of the building blocks (amino acids and nucleotides). It would be useful to improve the reliability of the geometric (bond length and bond angle) information of DNA molecules in different conformational contexts. X-ray crystallography at atomic resolution is the most direct technique that can produce this geometric information experimentally.
Recently, several DNA structures have been determined at nearly atomic resolution, including B-DNA (1-3) and A-DNA (4). Clearly more high resolution structures are needed.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have chosen several important DNA systems for ultra-high resolution studies. Additional novel DNA structures will be studied later. All of the chosen crystals diffract x-rays to atomic resolution (better than 1 A) on our R-Axis II system under cryo condition. Some ultra-high resolution data (better than 0.7 A) have been collected already on the Structural Biology Center of the Advanced Photon Source synchrotron source at Argonne. Structures have been refined by individual atomic anisotropic refinement using SHELX97. The electronic properties will be analyzed by the program suite of XD.
In this paper, the following systems will be presented.
A-DNA:
The DNA decamer of AGGGGCCCCT, ACCGGCCGGT and several RNA.DNA chimera related to r(GCG)d(TATACGC) have been refined to high resolution. Novel Mg 2+ binding mode has been observed. The 1.1 A resolution structure of AGGGGCCCCT has been published recently (4). Z-DNA: The Z-DNA structure of CGCGCG has been solved and refined to 0.9 A resolution in 1979. We have now collected a high quality diffraction data to 0.5 A resolution. The new refinement is in progress. Anticancer drug-DNA complex: The formaldehyde-crosslinkeddaunorubicin-CGCGCG adduct has been refined to 0.84 A resolution. The ultra-high resolution structure revealed interesting backbone conformational disorders in the drug-DNA complex, heretofore not seen in the previous 1.5 A structure.
In summary, the ultra-high resolution structures of various forms of DNA conformations are useful in their own right and will provide precise geometric parameters of the building blocks (bases, sugar and phosphate) of DNA. Not only we can have information about different bases, we can also begin to inquire whether some parameters are conformational dependent (e.g., syn vs anti or C3'-endo vs C2'-endo). Questions like whether metal ions affect the bond distance/angle of the phosphate group may be addressed. Those detailed information of the DNA geometric parameters will provide a basis to construct a significantly more reliable set of forcefield parameters for DNA in different conformational contexts. The latter is becoming more critically-needed as the structures of many DNA, protein-DNA complexes, anticancer-drug-DNA complexes are being solved at higher and higher resolution due to the dramatic improvement of the crystallographic methodologies (e.g., cryo techniques and synchrotron). In addition, the thermal ellipsoid of atoms derived from anisotropic temperature refinement may be useful in understanding the motional properties of DNA.
